The hotly anticipated 2016 edition of the Congress Scientific Report is now available. This essential guide provides a write-up of 16 principal sessions which took place during the EAO’s landmark 25th annual congress.

The report is the second of its kind to be published exclusively for EAO members, summarising the proceedings of the 24th scientific meeting in Stockholm. Following its success, the second edition of the CSR is now available and it contains an unprecedented number of sessions. Selections of many of the speakers’ slides are also included alongside the majority of session summaries.

16 sessions and a total of 48 individual presentations are included in this edition. The topics featured are as varied and cutting-edge as the meeting’s scientific programme was, ranging from bone biology to the digital revolution; and from tissue management to complication prevention. Whether you couldn’t attend all the sessions in Paris – or couldn’t attend the meeting itself – this year’s report will serve as a helpful reminder or an informative summary of each session.

Find out who won the quick-fire, out-of-the-box presentation which was chaired by the Junior committee – ‘7 minutes to convince’ – or read about the spirited debate between EAO past presidents Massimo Simion and Daniel Buser on ‘Machined vs rough implants’. Discover tips and tricks for managing your daily practice and optimising long-term results, or hear experts’ opinions on treatment planning.

The report was written by a team of dentist delegates, to whom the EAO would like to extend its warmest thanks. Their methodology for writing the report was as follows:

- the team attended all the sessions covered in the report during the meeting in Paris
- they provided a draft summary of each presentation to the EAO, which arranged for a copywriting team to edit it
- the editors returned the summaries to the delegates for review
- these were then forwarded to each of the speakers from the meeting in Paris for their feedback, along with a request for a selection of their slides
- each speaker was contacted up to three times; the majority gave feedback on the text and supplied their slides

The report is a useful and informative summary of the EAO’s unforgettable 25th annual scientific meeting. It was published online as an open-access document and is available for downloading at www.eao.org/congress-scientific-reports. A special printed edition of the report was circulated exclusively among EAO members in early March.
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